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It hasn&#39;t taken Web developers long to discover that when it comes to creating dynamic,

database-driven Web sites, MySQL and PHP provide a winning open-source combination. Add this

book to the mix, and there&#39;s no limit to the powerful, interactive Web sites that developers can

create. With step-by-step instructions, complete scripts, and expert tips to guide readers, veteran

author and database designer Larry Ullman gets right down to business: After grounding readers

with separate discussions of first the scripting language (PHP) and then the database program

(MySQL), he goes on to cover security, sessions and cookies, and using additional Web tools, with

several sections devoted to creating sample applications. This guide is indispensable for beginning

to intermediate level Web designers who want to replace their static sites with something dynamic.

In this edition, the bulk of the new material covers the latest features and techniques with PHP and

MySQL. Also new to this edition are chapters introducing jQuery and object-oriented programming

techniques.
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This book is, to say the very least, the finest computer book I have read in a very, very long time. I

have spent the last three months trying to learn how to use PHP and MySQL to build a website with

a simple content management system, however, due to the grossly unethical practice that

publishing companies have of releasing books that are filled with editing and other errors, along with

authors who are completely unable to write even a simple complete sentence that may be

understood by their readers, I had nearly given up. Specifically, I have already WASTED money on

the following books:Creating Interactive Websites with PHP and Web Services by Eric Rosebrock -

this book crashes around page 100 - it COULD have been a good book but is filled with errors that

make it unusable. The publisher, Sybex, refuses to publish a real errata sheet and the book is NOT

supported on the author's web site. Isn't that nice?PHP MySQL Website Programming: Problem -

Design - Solution by Chris Lea, Mike Buzzard, Jessey White-Cinis, and Dilip Thomas. Good luck if

you can get past page 30! Considering this book has been out for some time, there is NO REAL

support or errata sheet for it. The "sample site" that one is allegedly able to build by working through

this book is filled with questions such as "Has anyone made it all the way to the end of this book?"

Need I say more? What a joke.MySQL/PHP Database Applications, SECOND EDITION. Gosh,

considering this is the SECOND edition of this book, one might think an errata sheet and other help

might be available. Forget that though - Wiley gets your money, you get plastered with errors so you

can't get through the book.PHP and MySQL Web Development by Luke Welling and Laura -

Another USELESS second edition.

Not having read all of them, I can't say, unequivocally, that this is the best PHP/mySQL intro book ...

but, I suspect that it is. After reading these programming tomes for 10 years, three types of writers

come to mind: 1. a developer, who took time to write a book (often characterized by weak writing

skills ... and foo-bar examples, illustrating nothing more than a lack of pragmatic imagination) 2. the

constant writer, who rarely (never?) develops (e.g Hello World! demos) How unimaginative? 3. a

true teacher, who has taken time to gather thoughts and put effort into the presentation i.e. TEACH

Larry Ullman strikes me as "a teacher". There are lots of well-conceived, nice touches in this book ...

from the example code on SAME page as the walk-through explanations ... to the bold (often red

ink) type, highlighting the subject lesson ... to the paper, itself (nice for writing notes and marking it

up), a lifelong habit. This book is a much easier read than its competitor, the Welling/Thomson book

... and about 1/3 less price, too - a nice bargain. I completed it in about a week and feel much more

comfortable (dare I say confident?) with PHP, now. Thank you, Larry Ullman. I don't recall a perfect

book, though this one's shortcomings are slight. I was salivating, getting to the last chapter,



"eCommerce", only to be disappointed when, 10 pages from the end of the book, the author

declared that he wouldn't cover order processing, advising the reader to search the internet for

examples. `sorry, but I don't buy books to be told to go search the internet.
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